Copycat
Literate manslaughter and the vital importance
of a strong opening paragraph
As with any communication challenge these days, it is absolutely vital to get your message over as
quick as you can and to ‘hook’ the reader.
‘Hook’. ‘Stop’. ‘Interest’. Whatever you choose to call it…
Personally, I’ve found that grabbing them by the throat – metaphorically speaking of course,
works a whole lot better…
There is little doubt that the web is now having an incredibly negative effect in areas of
contemporary communication. People now have got into the habit of short sharp message
delivery and response.
This is reducing attention span to an even lower point than the depressing depths to which they
have already plummeted to in the current marketplace.
So, copy has to work harder than ever. Subtlety doesn’t work in our business.
Never has, in actual fact. And, in these incredibly tough times for marketers, it must be avoided
like the plague…
Latest figures suggest that you have 2.8 seconds. That’s how long people take to decide whether
or not to read your letter. (It’s pretty much the same with ads too, perhaps slightly less. If you don’t
believe me, just watch someone reading the morning paper…)
Now, if that fact doesn’t focus your mind when you’re preparing your next draft, you are in the
wrong business.
As someone said to me at a workshop I was giving recently “That’s a pretty scary scenario….”
You better believe it. There’s no tougher challenge in contemporary communication and that’s not
even debatable…

When I show this at conferences and shows around the world, people can’t believe it. It is just so up itself,
it’s not true. Someone trying to be clever and it doesn’t work. And THAT signature…whoa…scary or what?

By the way, before we go any further, let’s face a few facts here. And I think some of you may not
like them…
The recipients of your communication have not been waiting for it to arrive. They don’t want it, if
you can stand the truth. They don’t really want to read it either. You’re actually getting in the
way of their day.

They are not the slightest bit interested in you, your brand or your products…
…just a little bit of a mountain to climb, then…

What I call a ‘fancy themselves’ letter. Nothing in the letter at all about what they might be able to do for
me. Four out of the five paras talk about the company. Then they have the nerve to ask me to contact them.
Why should I? You haven’t given me anything to buy.
Headline is crap too…

So, how do you tackle the challenge of connecting and interesting the reader?
Well, a good start would be to avoid writing tosh like the examples above…
What do you have to do to ensure your important (to you) promotional message, is noticed, read
and acted upon?
To start with, you’ve got to think. And do this before you write. The best writers are always those
that think before they write.
If you adopt this approach by the way, you will be amongst the minority.
Most people write without thinking, or just think while they write.
That’s why 99 out of every 100 letters you receive, have no impact on you whatsoever.
Work out your copy strategy. Base it on three words – benefit, benefit, benefit…and always look at
it from the recipient’s point of view, not from your or your company’s…
But, don’t stop after telling people about the benefits of your product or service. Tell them what
they’ll miss if they don’t buy it...
Napoleon said, “There are two motives to action - self-interest and fear.”
I’ll add my own ten-penneth to that - “people only buy for two reasons – good feelings
and solutions to problems…”
Incorporate the necessary key elements in your letter copy that relate to the above – and you’ll see
your response levels go up.
It’s essential to get your copy out of the blocks quickly, with the reward-for-reading promise made
in your benefit-laden headline and one that you probably teased on the outer envelope.
Which brings you to the massively important first paragraph.
(Massively important, yet almost universally misunderstood, by the way).
More about this later…

This is a recent one of ours. I’m delighted to tell you it generated a 51% response rate. Why? Well, it oozed
benefit, connected early and never let go. Plus, it contained that wonderful word FREE.
Don’t be afraid of it. It works and will continue to do so until the world stops turning…

To get attention with your selling copy, you must:
Make the offer and benefit(s) so powerful, so unusual, so relevant or so dynamically dominating,
that the reader is captured at once and has no option other than reading on.
I had an intriguing conversation recently with someone who actually responded to a hugely
successful direct mail pack that we created not long ago, for Time Out London.
I asked him to share with us the sequence from the time the direct mail pack arrived through his
door…
“Well, the message on the outer envelope got my attention. Then, the headline of the letter offered me a
stunning benefit and was relevant to me. So, It continued my interest. That interest carried me into the copy.
The first paragraph continued to hold me and promised me even more. The second paragraph started to
convince me….
Then something very strange happened. The following minute or so seemed to move very quickly - and the
next thing I knew, I was on the telephone ordering the product…”
It’s what we call, in the business, a result. But it also shows you what can – and regularly does happen when a good professionally written letter with a strong and relevant offer, is put in front of
a targeted individual.
What has happened here? Simple. Here’s the recipient again…
“The product was interesting to me. The offer was very attractive and the benefits to me were almost
irresistible. So, at the end of the letter I was convinced that the product was good for me. So, I said to
myself, I’m going to buy it NOW.”
What this also shows, of course, is another hugely important area. The immense control that
knowledgeable copywriters can have on this whole process.
It’s not a two way street, as some people may think. As Herschell Gordon Lewis said many years
ago, “A good copywriter is almost like a scientist conducting an experiment. The reader will be taken on a
colourful and interesting journey, being influenced constantly whilst being tickled and tempted with
incentives and experiencing good and positive feelings about the communication.”
With the sole objective, of course, that when the reader has completed that journey, he or she is
sufficiently influenced to pick up the telephone, fill in the response device, take out a subscription,
make a donation etc....
A good writer will take charge. Without the reader even knowing it.
In the above Time Out example – which is real by the way - the reader admitted he was basically
controlled by the writer. The selling argument was delivered correctly and, without knowing it, he
became putty in the hands of the professional…
To people who work with words, every one is a weapon. And every word is considered. And
reconsidered. Maybe replaced. Then changed. And probably changed again.
Until we finalise the draft that, in our opinion, works as hard as it’s possible to work and will get
the job done…

Let’s assume that I’ve teased you with my envelope copy (and graphics, perhaps) and you open
the letter with interest. You will look at the headline delivering the benefit-laden offer to you and SLAM! – it hits you right between the eyes…
You will then look at the P.S. (nearly 8 out of 10 people go to the P.S after they have read the
headline) where you should see the offer repeated, with enthusiasm, together with any offer
deadline. Then, you will enter the body copy at the first paragraph…
At this point, most letters have seconds to live…
And most don’t make it. Here are the four main reasons why…
1.
2.
3.
4.

The sentences are too long
The connection between headline and opening para is not continued
The paragraph is unattractive and looks too daunting to read
The copy talks about the company or product and not about the relevance of the offer and
benefit to the reader

There are others, of course. But these are the main 4 culprits and the reason why your waste bins
at work and at home are overflowing with mailings that have died, almost before they’ve taken
their first breath.
Or, put another way, been killed by a poor copywriter.
Literate manslaughter I call it…
Remember, we’re in tough times. The recipient of your communication is apathetic and cynical
and only looking for a way to get out of reading the copy.
Badly written copy is all the excuse that’s needed.
The opening paragraph is, therefore, a killing field. So, how can we not only get across it, but also
use it as a springboard to propel the reader into the rest of the copy?
Firstly, make the sentences short. No more than 8 words. 4 is good, 2 can be even better and ONE,
on occasions, can be just the job…
Make it easy on the brain and easy on the eye.
And, ensure that the promise and interest that you have generated with your envelope copy and
headline are maintained…
Don’t go off on one. Don’t ramble. And, for God’s sake, don’t try to be clever.
That’s instant death. The reader is interested. Maintain and grow that interest. Remember, you
only have 2.8 seconds.
Joe Sugarman is a legend in our business. Thanks to Murray Raphel, I recently made contact with
him, which was a great honour and a delight for me. Joe now lives in Hawaii.
In his tremendous book “Advertising Secrets Of The Written Word” Joe reckoned that the
copywriter’s challenge could be put simply. The object of the first sentence is to get the reader to
read the second. And so on…

“If the purpose of all the elements in your communication is to get the recipient to read the copy, then what
we are talking about is reading the first sentence. If the reader doesn’t read your very first sentence, chances
are that he or she won’t read the second”
This applies throughout the letter, or ad of course…
Which is why the proven link words and phrases, including “That's not all ..." "What’s more ..."
“And”…”But…”, are such powerful arrows in the copywriters quiver. When used at the start of a
paragraph, they create a natural link from the previous one - and keep the copy flowing…
(Yes, starting a sentence with ‘And’ is good. Never mind what your teacher’s taught you, they had
absolutely no idea about how to write copy that sells…!)
In summary, here are a few tips that will do you no harm, in your search for that extra
performance from your copy.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Think before you write
Benefit, benefit, benefit
Powerful offer in headline
Strong opening paragraph
Short sentences
Keep it flowing
Make it easy for people to respond

To finish, a little bit of a rant.
Good copywriters get very precious about their work.
All professionals do, of course. But, I can tell you that we deserve a lot more respect than we
receive, sometimes.
An awful lot of thought has gone into the choice of words we use.
So, when a client decides to change something for ‘cosmetic’ reasons – “When the letter was shown
around the office, most of the people didn’t like XXX, so can you change it to YYY” – that’s when we get
very unhappy…
XXX was put in for a reason. YYY isn’t as powerful.
Trust me. I’ve tested it…
I had a headline changed on a sales letter recently and the whole offer became half as attractive in
one fell swoop.
No matter how hard I argued, they wouldn’t budge.
It’s absolutely crazy. Why have a dog and bark yourself…?
Answers on a postcard, please…

Anyway, rant over. Have a fantastic Christmas and New Year holiday -stay safe - and I hope to
see you at one of my shows in 2007.
It looks like being my busiest year ever on the international conference and event circuit.
Already I have shows confirmed in Russia, South Africa, Ukraine, Slovenia, Middle East and India,
plus IDM Roadshows in the UK and the usual IDMF and DM Live events at Earls Court.
You’ll find the latest details at www.andyowen.co.uk/andys-events.html
Please come up and say hello!
Keep the faith
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